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The Zone Allocation Model (ZAM) 
ZAM is a spatial, forest-level planning tool designed to help planners zone forest 
activities.  All lands are allocated into one of three zone types, with a SA algorithm that 
searches for allocations that meet objective targets.  Multiple objectives are included in 
the model through an objective function that sums the deviances from objective targets 
into a solution score.  The basic objectives are to (i) distribute lands into zones according 
to zone percent targets, (ii) organize the zones into regions with basic size and shape 
objectives, (iii) allocate land into zones according to ecological representation targets, 
and (iv) allocate land into zones according to priority objective targets. 
 
Zone Types 
While any number of zone types could potentially be accommodated, a three zone system 
can incorporate most objectives (Binkley 1997; Beese et al. 2001).  The three zones 
include harvesting and ecological preservation to varying degrees.  A Timber zone 
includes mostly economic objectives, maintaining a major portion of the landbase at or 
below a maximum sustained yield rotation age.  Biodiversity values are included within 
an Old Growth zone, where maintaining old forests is a primary goal.  A third, Habitat 
zone, is included to incorporate those objectives that are not fully achieved in the other 
two zones.  Examples of activities appropriate for the Habitat zone are wood products 
from long rotations or modified partial harvesting systems designed to retain habitat 
structures (e.g., large snags, large downed wood).  These three zones are designed to 
separate the truly competing practices (harvest vs. preservation) in the Timber and Old 
Growth zones while grouping mildly competing objectives in the Habitat zone.  
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Creating Zones 
The smallest units in the landbase are polygons that represent spatial records of forest 
stands.  Polygons are grouped into hexagonal tiles, and these tiles are used to assign land 
into zones (Figure 1).  When the model assigns a tile to a particular zone type, all 
polygons within the tile are assigned to that zone as a unit.  However, the objectives are 
evaluated based on polygon values, not tile values, so the change in resolution created by 
using different tiles only affects zone creation, not zone evaluation.  The next largest 
spatial unit is a region, which is defined as a contiguous area of the same zone type 
(Figure 1).  Each zone type may spread over several regions because of the nature of the 
landscape.  Size and shape targets are applied at the region level.  The largest-scale units 
are the zone types themselves.  Each of the three zone types has a landscape percent 
target.  The model creates zone regions by assigning and reassigning tiles into different 
zone types, attempting to build regions of appropriate size and shape that sum in area to 
the landscape percent targets.  It simultaneously attempts to locate the regions over 
polygons with characteristics that meet the representation and priority objective targets. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 1.  Spatial units in the zoning procedure.  Polygons are the smallest units; tiles are hexagonal 
shaped; regions are outlined in heavy black; zone types are as follows: dark, Timber; medium, Habitat; 
light, Old Growth. Note that many more tiles would normally be aggregated to create a region.  
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Simulated Annealing Algorithm 
The Simulated Annealing algorithm works by slightly modifying an existing solution, 
and considering whether to keep the modified solution or return to the previous solution 
(Figure 2).  If the new solution is better than the old solution, the new solution is always 
accepted, and the cycle is repeated with the next modification.  If the new solution is 
worse than the old solution, the new solution could still be retained, subject to a random 
selection process.  The algorithm randomly chooses whether to accept or reject worse 
solutions based on a random selection process weighted by how much worse the new 
solution is compared to the old solution and also the current point in the annealing 
process.  Small negative steps are accepted more frequently than large negative steps, and 
negative steps are accepted more frequently in the beginning of the annealing process 
than at the end. 
 
In the zoning model, modifications to the solution are made by randomly selecting a tile, 
and assigning it a new, random zone type.  By accepting better solutions, the algorithm 
migrates the solution towards lower scores (better solutions).  However, situations often 
occur where there are no possible changes to a single tile that could make the solution 
better, however there exists completely different solutions that are better.  In order to find 
the better solutions, many tiles must be changed that temporarily result in worse scores, 
but will eventually result in improvements.  By sometimes allowing changes that result in 
worse solutions, the algorithm can cross over poorly scored areas to find (hopefully) the 
best solution. 
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Figure 2.  ZAM simulated annealing algorithm flow chart. 
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Objective Function 
The objective function sums penalties for deviations from objective targets.  Objective 
penalties are created by multiplying the objective deviation by a penalty weight.  
Individual objective penalty calculations are explained in eqs. 3–10.  The objective 
function is defined by eq. 2.  
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Zs is the penalty function score for solution s. Ph is the penalty associated with objective 
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The P1 penalty controls the size of each region, penalizing regions smaller than a  
minimum size parameter (eqs. 3 and 4).  Each zone type has a target region area, with no 
penalty assigned for regions that exceed the target (eq. 4). Tk is the target size for each 
region of zone type k; Aki is the area of each region i of zone type k; wk is the weight 
assigned to the size objective for each zone k.  An example region size penalty cost 
function is illustrated in Fig. 3a.  This curve shape was used to strongly discourage very 
small zones. 
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The P2 penalty controls the shape of each region, penalizing regions as they depart from 
a circular shape (eq. 5).  Bki is the area of the bounding circle of region i of zone type k; 
wk is the weight assigned to the shape objective for each zone k.  The bounding circle is 
the smallest circle that completely encompasses the region.  Regions with a linear shape 
will have a higher ratio of bounding circle to region area compared with regions with 
globular shapes.  This objective does not produce circular regions but does pressure 
regions away from linear shapes.  As with all the objective penalty scores, the magnitude 
of the pressure is controlled by the weight parameter.  A shape penalty cost function is 
shown in Fig. 3b.  The P3 penalty controls the distribution of representation objectives 
(eq. 6). Tkj is the area target for each representation target j of zone type k; wkj is the 
weight assigned to the representation objective for each representation target j of zone 
type k.  Representation targets have symmetrical penalty functions, accruing penalties as 
the achieved amount diverges in either direction from the target (Fig. 3c). 
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The P3 penalty controls the distribution of representation objectives (eq. 6). Tkj is the  
area target for each representation target j of zone type k; wkj is the weight assigned to the 
representation objective for each representation target j of zone type k.  Representation 
targets have symmetrical penalty functions, accruing penalties as the achieved amount 
diverges in either direction from the target (Fig. 3c). 
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P4 controls the distribution of priority objectives (eqs. 7 and 8).  Akm is the area for each 
priority objective target m of zone type k; Tkm is the area target for each priority objective 
target m of zone type k; wkm is the weight assigned to the priority objective, for each 
region, for each priority objective target m of zone type k. P4 = 0 if the area is greater 
than or equal to the target (eq. 8).  Priority objectives have asymmetrical penalty 
functions, accruing a penalty only when a minimum target is not achieved (Fig. 3d).  
There are four priority objectives in this analysis: age, preservation proposals, tenure, and 
production.  
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P5 controls the total amount of area in each of the zone types (eq. 9).  Ak is the area in 
each zone type k; Tk is the area target of each zone type k.  Like the representation targets, 
the zone area penalty function is symmetrical around the target (Fig. 3e). P5 = 0 if the 
target proportion of the landbase is allocated to each of the zones. 
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P6 controls a user-designated zone type for specified areas (eq. 10).  The userID field 
marks lands that must be allocated to a certain zone type; An is the area in userID n; Tn is 
the target for userID n; wn is the weight assigned for userID n.By assigning a very high 
weight, the model will always allocate the land into the desired zone type. 
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Figure 3.  Penalty cost functions: (a) region size penalty (10 000-ha target shown); (b) region shape 
penalty (see text for shape ratio explanation); (c) representation penalty (25% target shown); (d) priority 
objective, the x axis is scaled to 100% (65% target shown); and (e) zone allocation (65% target shown). 
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Creating a ZAM Database 
 
Creating ZAM Spatial Data Files 
 
Create a resultant shapefile containing all database fields required to evaluate objectives. 
The primary source of spatial information for a ZAM dataset is often forest cover maps.  
These contain fields for stand age, stand species, and descriptors of site characteristics.  
Additional maps are often required to provide information for specialized objectives, 
such as BEC variants for ecological representation, or management maps such as 
ecologically sensitive areas and identified wildlife management areas.  All maps are 
overlaid using GIS to produce a single resultant map (Figure 4). 
 

 
Figure 4.  Resultant map with all fields required to evaluate objectives. 

 
These maps often contain many more polygons than necessary (Nelson 2001), so the map 
can be “cleaned”, eliminating smaller polygons with little loss of precision to create a 
map with a more manageable number of polygons.  However, even after this process, due 
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to the large size of the landbases in strategic planning, it is likely that the number of 
polygons will still exceed the limit for practical planning purposes.  Therefore, a regular 
hexagonal grid is overlaid onto the resultant map to create larger units. 
 
The ZAM model uses the hexagonal grids to distribute lands into each zone type.  While 
the dataset appears similar to raster cells, there is no loss of precision that often occurs 
during a raster conversion.  Raster maps use a single data description for each cell, often 
taking an average value of polygons composing the cell.  The tiles used in this data set 
are containers for the polygons within their boundaries, holding the exact areas and data 
fields for each polygon within the tile (Figure 5). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.  Hexagonal grid overlaid with resultant map. 
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Detailed Steps to create ZAM spatial data files: 
 
1. Create a landbase shapefile called lb.shp with all of the desired polygon attributes. 
2. Create a vec file called lb.vec from lb.shp using shapeutilities.Shape2Vec.java. 
3. Create a hexagonal tile overlay called tile.vec using utilities.vec.TileMaker.java: play 

with the tilesize parameter to get the right number of tiles (go for 1,000 for small 
landbases, to 30,000 for large landbases (>1,000,000 ha) that will actually overlap the 
landbase: therefore many more tiles will be needed in the rectangular tile.shp file than 
eventually will be overlayed onto the landbase polygons). 

4. Create a shapefile called tile.shp from tile.vec using utilities.vec.Vec2Shape.java. 
5. Create tile.dbf for the shapefile from tile.poly.txt (TileMaker.java creates this file) 

using Excel\Access after renaming it to conform to Window's file naming 
conventions.  (only the tileID and Field1 are required, as ArcGIS puts in the area and 
perimeters when doing the shape to coverage conversion). 

6. Create coverage called tile from tile.shp using the ArcGIS shapefile to coverage 
conversion toolbox function. 

7. Intersect the tile coverage with the landbase coverage to create a coverage called 
lb_tile (landbase_tile) using the Arc\Info Workstation INTERSECT function. 

8. Export lb_tile to a shapefile called lb_tile.shp 
9. Create a vec file called lb_tile.vec from lb_tile.shp using 

shapeutilities.Shape2Vec.java.  This file will be used in the next section for creating 
ZAM parameter input files. 
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Creating ZAM Parameter Input Files 
 
ZAM uses a series of text files to store all data used in running scenarios.  There are two 
types of files:  parameter files, and spatial data files.  The parameter file hold links to all 
the data files, provides mechanisms for controlling the optimization mechanisms and 
defines and controls the relative importance of each objective.   
 
The data files hold spatial information about the landbase, listing for each polygon: 

1. area (hectares) 
2. value for each objective (e.g. BEC variant, age, wildlife potential) 
3. adjacent polygons 

 
Creating a ZAM database involves many intermediate steps, however the basic steps are 
provided below. 
 
 
Detailed Steps to create ZAM parameter input files: 
1. Create a file called lb_tile.neighbours.txt by running utilities.vec.AdjCreator and use 

lb_tile.vec as the input file.  This file contains the polygon adjacency list for the 
landbase tile dataset. 

 
lb_tile.neighbours.txt file header: 

 
 
 1 PolyID: polygon id 
 2 PolyID: polygon id 

3 # Adj: number of adjacent polygons 
  Adj Poly …: list of adjacent polgon IDs 
  
2. Manually create a file called tileList.txt, which contains a list of landbase polygons 

and the tile ID membership. This file is created by exporting the lb_tile_id and tile_id 
field from lb_tile.dbf. 

 
tileList.txt file header: 

 
 
 1 LB_TILE_ID: polygon id 
 2 TILE_ID: tile id 
 
3. Manually create a file called polygon.txt with Access from the lb_tile.dbf file holding 

the following polygon values. 
  

polygon.txt file header (on one line): 
 

 
 
 

PolyID PolyID # Adj Adj Poly … 

LB_TILE_ID TILE_ID 

LB_TILE_ID ATLAS_ID AGE AREA GT80 SI HARV 
MINX MINY BEC Blank1 Blank2   
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 1 LB_TILE_ID: polygon id (integer) 
 2 ATLAS_ID: atlas id (not used) 
 3 AGE: age (not used) 

4 AREA: area (double) 
5 GT80: age greater than 80 (integer) 
6 SI: site index class (integer) 
7 HARV: harvestable (integer) 
8 MINX: polygon centroid X coordinate (integer) 
9 MINY: polygon centroid Y coordinate (integer) 
10 BEC: BEC Zone (integer) 
11 Blank1: reserve column (integer) 
12 Blank2: reserve column (integer) 

 
 

These are important for the tileValues -- column number is the tileValue 
number*100.  Numbers less than 1000 (column 10) are for objectives that are one 
way penalized (penalized for not meeting the target).  Numbers > 1000 are 
representation targets that are two-way penalized (penalized for not meeting or 
exceeding the target).  Objectives need to be integers: these will be used to 
distribute them into the zones proportionally specified in the parameters.txt file 
when running the ZAM program 
 

4. Create a file called tilePolygon.txt  by running 
model.util.converters.LinearTileToFlatTile  and use tileList.txt as the input file.  This 
file contains the polygon ID membership for each tile. 

 
tilePolygon.txt  has NO header.  Column 1 contains the tile ID followed by the 
IDs of the polygons in the tile. 

 
5. Create a file called tileNeighbour.txt by running 

model.util.converters.CreateTileNeighbours and use tilePolygon.txt, 
tileNeighbours.txt, polygon.txt, lb_tile.neighbours.txt and tileList.txt as the input 
files.  This file contains the tile adjacency list for the tile dataset. 

 
tileNeighbour.txt file header: 

 
 
 1 PolyID: polygon id 
 2 PolyID: polygon id 

3 # Adj: number of adjacent polygons 
 4…. Adj Poly …: list of adjacent polgons Ids 
 
6. Create a parameters file (file structure listed at end).  Modify the paths, but don't 

worry about the numbers at end -- 8 will create a file (tileValue.txt.forParameters.txt) 
that lists the numbers to replace these with.  Enter the total area and tile area fields by 

PolyID PolyID # Adj Adj Poly … 
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hand.  The 1 value is a total area value to help fix the zone percentages to the right 
area value. 

7. Create a file called tileValue.txt.forParameters.txt by running 
model.util.converters.CreateTileSummaryStats and use parameters.txt as the input 
file.  Use the tileValue.txt.forParameters.txt file to replace numbers at end of 
parameter.txt file.  Replace scientific notation with integer values (remove E7, E8, 
etc). 

8. Fill in the Xcoord and Ycoord from the *.box.txt file created during the adjacency 
calculation. (These are used for the shape penalty to avoid linear zones -- they should 
be tile centroids, but using the minX and minY values seems to work fine.) 

9. Run CheckTileNeighbours for internal consistency check on the neighbour.txt file.  
10. If things aren't running properly, recheck the adjacency files -- these often are a 

source of problems. 
11. The original polyID has to be a sequential integer starting from 1.  DON"T resort -- 

the programs creating/using the .vec files identify the polygons based on order, not 
polyID. 
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Parameter File 
Each Parameter value is explained in the Running ZAM section. 
 
polyFile:  d:/ZAM/maps/Canfor/TFL_48/tfl_tile.polygon.txt 
neighbourFile:  d:/ZAM/maps/Canfor/TFL_48/tfl_tile.neighbours.txt 
tilePolyFile:  d:/ZAM/maps/Canfor/TFL_48/tfl_tile.tilePolygon.txt 
tileNeighbourFile: d:/ZAM/maps/Canfor/TFL_48/tfl_tile.tileNeighbours.txt 
tileValueFile:  d:/ZAM/maps/Canfor/TFL_48/tfl_tile.tileValue.txt 
outputPath:  d:/ZAM/maps/Canfor/TFL_48/output/ 
initialMapFile:   
 
outputPerCycle: false 
totalArea: 629820 
tileArea:  41.57 
 
  minSize sizeWeightshapeWeight 
Timber:  1000  50 0 
Habitat:   1000  50 0 
OG:  1000  50 0 
 
startTemp:  7000 
endTemp:  .01 
reduction:  0.8 
numReps:  1000 
numEndReps:  48 
extremeFactor:  0 
snakeWeight:  0 
 
ObjID tWt hWt ogWt objArea  t% h% og% 
1 1 1 1 629820.7 65 25 10 
500 10 0 0 182556.16 10 0 0 
501 0 0 0 447309.66 0 0 10 
600 0 0 0 410125.8 0 0 0 
601 0 0 0 219736.34 100 0 0 
700 0 0 0 77412.95 0 10 90 
701 0 0 0 552445.9 80 0 0 
1001 50 50 50 16611.713 65 25 10 
1002 50 50 50 119206.51 65 25 10 
1003 50 50 50 27466.46 65 25 10 
1004 50 50 50 12800.534 65 25 10 
1005 50 50 50 148798.05 65 25 10 
1006 50 50 50 13084.933 65 25 10 
1007 50 50 50 14441.784 65 25 10 
1008 50 50 50 73685.516 65 25 10 
1009 50 50 50 17618.959 65 25 10 
1010 50 50 50 66042.24 65 25 10 
1011 50 50 50 120114.59 65 25 10 
1100 0 0 0 629820.7 0 0 0 
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Running ZAM 
 
The following instructions are for running Zam through TextPad.   
 
Setting up TextPad 

1. Go to the Configure menu and choose Preferences and select the Tools node. 
2. Press the Add button and choose Program from the drop-down.  Locate java.exe 

in the file dialog and press Open.  
3. Highlight the newly created tool by clicking on it and then click on it again to 

rename it.  Type in  “ZAM” and then press Apply and it should appear under the 
Tools node. 

4. Select the ZAM node  
a. For parameters enter: 

-mx1000m model.zoneModel.ZoneModel 
D:\\SOME\\PATH\\TO\\PARAMETERS_FILE\\parameters.txt  

 
model.zoneModel.ZoneModel: is the main Java program to run 
-mx1000m: sets the memory size to 1000MB 
D:\\SOME\\PATH\\TO\\PARAMETERS_FILE\\parameters.txt: is the 
path to the parameters file. 

 
b. For Initial folder enter the root directory path for the Java source code: 

d:/ZAM/java/ 
c. Ensure that “Save all documents first” and “Capture output” are the only 

options selected. 
d. Press Apply and then OK. 

 
5. Go to the Tools menu and verify that the ZAM menu item is present and take note 

of the assigned quick key combination. 
 
Performing a run 

1. Load the parameters.txt into TextPad and adjust your target objectives to the 
desired values.    

2. Choose the ZAM menu item from the Tools menu to start the run.  Output from 
the running program should appear in a document called “Command Results”.  
The run may take several minutes, hours or days.  To Stop the run, press ESC.  
The program can also be executed by using the quick key combination. 

3. Things to watch for while observing the output: 
a. A good start temperature indicator is the number of rejects in the first 

temperature step should be approximately 5% of the annealed.  See below 
startTemp parameter value. 

b. As the temperature goes down, the Z scores should decline and there 
should be movement in the Z-Scores until the annealing stops.   

4. When a run is finished, it will generate 3 output files.   
parameters.txt – a copy of the parameter file for this run  
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patch.txt – the tile, patch and zone id list, this file can be used to link back 
to the tile spatial dataset, so that the zones or patches can be viewed in a 
GIS. 
stats.txt – this file contains statistics for a run that shows target area, 
achieved area and the penalty score for each objective by zone.  Also, 
individual zone patches are shown with target area, achieved area and the 
associated size and shape penalty scores. 

5. Assess how well targets have been achieved by looking at the stats.txt file and 
visually inspect how well the zones have been spatially distributed in the GIS. 
Adjust the parameters accordingly, re-run and re-evaluate until satisfied with the 
achieved results. 

 
Parameter File parameters 
Below is a list of the parameters that are used in the parameter file.   
 
 
polyFile:  The file which lists the polygon attributes such as polygon id, tile id, age, area, 
objective values and polygon centroid coordinates.  This is the file created in Step 3 of 
the Creating ZAM Parameter Input Files section. 
 
neighbourFile:  The file which lists the polygon to polygon neighbors.  This is the file 
created in Step 1 of the Creating ZAM Parameter Input Files section. 
 
tilePolyFile:  The file which lists the polygons that are within a tile. This is the file 
created in Step 5 of the Creating ZAM Parameter Input Files section. 
 
tileNeighbourFile:  The file which lists the tile to tile neighbors.  This is the file created in 
Step 6 of the Creating ZAM Parameter Input Files section. 
 
tileValueFile:  The file which lists tile objective areas and centroid coordinate.  This is 
the file created in Step 7 of the Creating ZAM Parameter Input Files section. 
 
outputPath:  This sets the root output directory for all ZAM runs.  When a run is 
performed, subdirectories are created within this directory that contain the output files. 
 
initialMapFile:  Optional parameter that is used to set the initial annealing starting point.  
By, setting an initial map and setting the temperature to 0, improvements to the solution 
can be obtained through “hill climbing”.  See numEndReps. 
 
outputPerCycle:  The is a debugging switch which gives an option to create output for 
each temperature step.   
 
totalArea:  This is the total area of the land base in hectares.  This value can be obtained 
by summing the area of the polygons in the GIS database. 
 
tileArea:  This is the area of a single tile in hectares. 
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sizeWeight:  When the minimum zone target size (numSize) is not met, this penalty 
weight value is applied. 
 
startTemp:  The is the initial annealing temperature.  The actual start temperature is 
obtained by multiplying this value by 1000. The general rule is to set the temperature, so 
that in the first temperature step, the number of rejected solutions is %5 of the number of 
annealed solutions.   
  
endTemp:  This is the temperature at which the annealing will stop.  The actual end 
temperature is obtained by multiplying this value by 1000.  When the temperature is 
reduced below this number, the annealing will stop.   
  
reduction:  This is the temperature decline factor.  The temperature from the last step is 
reduced by this factor and is used as the temperature for the current temperature step.  
  
numReps:  This is the number of repetitions per temperature step.  The actual number of 
repetitions is obtained by multiplying this number by 1000.The number of tiles 
comprising the minimum zone patch area and the total number of tiles in the landbase 
will have a large effect on the amount of time required to obtain good results.  In theory, 
a high number of repetitions will yield a better solution.   
 
numEndReps:  This is the number of repetitions to perform after the temperature goes to 
0.  The actual number of end repetitions is obtained by multiplying this value by 1000.  
The purpose of this parameter is to eliminate final worst changes in the annealing that 
may have occurred at low temperature.  In other words, this will eliminate situations 
where a single tile of one type is in the middle of a larger zone of a different type.  The 
general rule is to set this to the number of zones * total number of tiles.  There is the 
possibility that a tile will be out of place not matter how many end repetitions are done.  
In this case, the solution is to manually change the tile type and run it through as an initial 
map with numReps set to 0.  This will produce the output statistics, but no annealing is 
performed. 
 
extremeFactor:  This is a parameter which controls the frequency of when tiles are 
selected at the extreme.  It’s a directed search, which looks at the min/max X & Y of a 
bounding square and changes the tile at the outer edge rather than randomly choosing.  A 
value of 1 will choose a tile at the extreme for every repetition.   A value of 2 will choose 
a tile at the extreme after 2 repetitions.   A value of 3 will choose a tile at the extreme 
after 3 repetitions and so on.  Low extremeFactor values will tend to create square zone 
shapes while high values tend to create small “bumps” in a zone.   Setting this to certain 
values may interfere with the shape penalty.  
 
snakeWeight:  This is a parameter that is used to control the formation of long thin zones. 
In most cases long thin zones or snakes are not desired and setting a high weight value 
high will help eliminate this situation.   
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ObjID:  This is the objective ID.  This corresponds to the objective variable field values 
after the Area field in polygon.txt.  See Step 3 in the Creating ZAM Parameter Input Files 
section. 
 
tWt:  This is the penalty weight value that is applied when the target timber area is not 
achieved.  See t% for percentage target area.  
 
hWt: This is the penalty weight value that is applied when the target harvest area is not 
achieved.  See h% for percentage target area. 
 
ogWt: This is the penalty weight value that is applied when the target old growth timber 
area is not achieved. See og% for percentage target area. 
 
objArea: This is the area of the objective.  These areas are created in Step 7 of the 
Creating ZAM Parameter Input Files section. 
 
t%: This is the target objective percent area in the timber zone.  
 
h%: This is the target objective percent area in the harvest zone.  
 
og%: This is the target objective percent area in the old growth zone. 
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Appendix 1 
 
Software History and changes 
 
v1.00.00 - first version 
v1.00.01 - parameter file saved to run directory 


